
Louise Fili. I really like her art works, because I think they are elegant and subtle. Her style is 
inspired from her experience about 20th century Italy, and it makes her works feel old-fashioned 
and decent. Just like those luxury crafts made by European craftsmen, I can see every type font of 
her works are carefully made or selected, and perfectly combined with the whole background or 
pictures in order to exhibit her unique style. 

One of the master piece I choose is the “Good Housekeeping” logo. In 
this master piece, Fili didn’t use any Serif typeface, instead, she uses all sans 
serif typeface. As a master of serif, Fili created lots of pretty serif typefac-
es, that are more elaborated with her simple design back-
ground, which usually only contain few colors. Therefore, it’s 
kind of surprising and inter- esting to look at the “Good 
Housekeeping”, that is one of her famous work. The work 
itself, like many other worksshe has done, has only 
two color, black and white. Using black oval as back-
ground, she created a white oval fame and put all the mes-
sage inside the frame. The colors are great; I love simple use 
of colors. It is clean and clear, also a little solemnity included. As a 
logo for 100th anniversary, I think it’s the best fit. The layout is also great for 
anniversary. The design that seal everything inside makes a balanced symmetry layout. 
Compare to previous “Good Housekeeping” logo, which has a little “tail” outside the oval, this one feels full completed. 

Another master piece I choose is about package. Since all she loves 
is about “design, food, and Italy”, I think this one “Polaner” can represent 
her typical style. It has several versions, from 2007 to 2009, as 
described from her website the work “Inspired by Italian typographic 
design from the early twentieth century, these wine labels for 
Polaner Selections are virtual mini-posters.” The main characters of 
this work are the typeface, they are so cute and adorable, I think a 
lot of them evolved from certain typeface, such as Bodoni and 
Garamond. The backgrounds are simple and subtle, they are made 
by repeating same shape, but not crowded or scattered; and the 
colors of background are gentle and intimate. Therefore, the whole 
packages are like warm, nice, mini poster
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